
WRITING A BLOG FOR PROFIT

Let's dive in and see how you can make a profit with your blog. You can even make money writing sponsored posts
where you write about or.

Bonus tip: To maximize your income, you can also choose to sell sponsorship space in your email newsletters
here are 5 best email marketing software , podcasts, and videos. She agrees to give you a commission from
each sale if the buyer is coming from your site. That way, she knows when a buyer used your link to make a
purchase. In many ways this model of making money from blogs is not dissimilar to how a magazine or
newspaper sells ads. Ultimate Bundles â€” A company that sells bundles of digital products at steeply
discounted prices. Choose from several options to monetize your blog. Are you going to call somebody
randomly that you discovered on Google or are you going to call the guys who you just watched their logo in
the corner of a minute instructional video? Here is how affiliate marketing works : An advertiser has a product
she wants to sell. Think of an ebook as a longer form blog post. Select your plan. On Udemy or other similar
sites 3. Themes control the entire design of your blog. To put it most simply â€” affiliate income is when you
link to a product that is for sale on another site take Amazon for example and if someone follows your link
and ends up buying that product you earn a commission on that sale. Let me know in the comment section :.
Services A common way that many bloggers make money is through offering services to their readers. Some
of your options are: 1. You will then need to create a password for your account. Check out my full post on
customizing your blog for an in-depth step-by-step guide. Bloggers often write from a personal perspective
that allows them to connect directly with their readers. Of course, it should be a topic that people want to learn
about and one you know a lot about. The biggest thing to keep in mind is that making money blogging is not
possible by putting your site up and letting it sit there. But a successful blog can gain you a ton of recognition
in your respective field. While the way that I make money blogging is a combination of direct and indirect
income many bloggers focus upon one or the other. Writing about more than one topic is totally fine too.
Everyone has lessons they have learned through life experience. Bloggers in this niche include:. Recognition
for yourself or your business. The more traffic you build, the more the opportunities for you to make affiliate
income. You link to that product or service using your unique affiliate link. There are thousands of affiliate
programs to join. This explosion in growth means more potential readers for your blog. See my step-by-step
tutorial here. It can be profitable, but can get complicated with manufacturing, keeping inventory, shipping,
returns, etc. This might sound hard or technical, but the steps below will walk you right through and make the
process easy. One of the most common ways blogs are used are as a diary where the blogger writes about their
daily experiences so that friends, family, and others can all be a part of their lives. Set up for sale: Once people
buy your course, you will need a way to deliver the course to them. This is the theme search screen. Or you
can sell through Amazon or ClickBank as mentioned above. This is where email marketing plays a big role.
For example, this site is called TheBlogStarter. On your own site: You can host your course on your own
website 2. This concept can also be applied to services in all types of industries. Research other courses in
your niche to see what the average price point is. You can highlight products or services you use and love
without having to do the work of creating or maintaining that product yourself.


